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summary                                        

Bringing our buildings up to modern standards of insulation, air tightness and services is 
complex and expensive but it is not impossible and it will form a key part of meeting our 
obligations if we are to stop catastrophic climate change. 

A detailed example sets out the costs of retrofitting a property, taking it from a UK average 
EPC rating of 56 (low D) to 100 (zero net carbon for heat, light and hot water). 

Retrofit to anything beyond the most basic measures requires low cost, long term, “patient” 
capital.  We have examined current funding sources and identified the most beneficial. 

In 2012 the eminent City economist Roger Bootle gave a lecture asking “what the great 
Victorian entrepreneurs would have done if they had been confronted by interest rates and 
bond yields as low as we have today”. His answer: “They would have rebuilt the world.”  
Interest rates for savers have remained low since this statement.   

We use a large scale model to show how the components of retrofit could be assembled to 
work at regional scale.  We propose creating opportunities for savers to access opportunities 
to invest in projects with social as well as financial returns, as well as giving organisations and 
individuals with buildings to retrofit access to funding at rates which make projects viable. 

Retrofit requires a cross sectoral approach to develop the market over a period of years and 
maximise the potential of the public and third sector to bring sufficient numbers of people 
together to build capacity. 

Charlie Baker & Sarah Hughes     Red Co-operative Ltd 

www.red.coop                                                                                                                                                      June 2018

http://www.red.coop
http://www.cps.org.uk/files/reports/original/120308123202-KeithJosephlecture2012.pdf
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background                                     

The UK has 26 million residential buildings, most of which were constructed before 1980 and 
have relatively low levels of energy efficiency. 

Domestic energy use and carbon emissions have fallen in recent years as a result of a range of 
market and non-market factors, but domestic energy use still accounts for around 25% of UK 
carbon emissions (DECC, 2013. Energy Consumption in the UK, UK Department for Energy 
and Climate Change).  

To limit global warming to 2 degrees, as recently as 2013 UCL’s Energy Institute said the UK 
must reach net zero emissions by 2100.  As an intermediate goal, in 2012 the Committee on 
Climate Change set the target of reducing emissions by 80% by 2050.  

However progress has been so slow that the Tyndall Centre’s latest forecasts suggest that as 
we have now used up so much of 2013’s 9.5GT CO2 carbon budget this has now contracted 
to zero net emissions by roughly 2038. This is echoed in a recent paper in Nature. 

The majority of the  work done so far to insulate homes has been the simpler measures such 
as loft and cavity wall insulation, much of it funded by government grants.  Where projects 
have gone beyond this level, issues with standards of specification, detailing and workmanship 
have led to unintended consequences including mould growth, building fabric damage and 
appalling fire risks.  We must be honest about the problems encountered and learn from them.  
Retrofit is complex and challenging but it is not impossible. 

graph from Pathways for balancing CO2 emissions and sinks published in Nature April 2017 
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assumptions                                        

This report assumes that we are looking for models that will be able to fund ‘deep’ retrofit. We 
would suggest that this is above a 60% reduction in CO2 emissions (and bills) on 1991 levels, 
the same figure required to qualify as a member of NEF’s Superhome network. As long ago as 
SHAP’s Beyond Decent Homes report of 2009, we set the target at 80% as this was the figure 
for the nation as a whole in the Climate Change Act of 2008. This was then defined in the 
TSB’s Retrofit for the Future project of 2010-2011 as Primary Energy use ( the amount of 
energy taken to produce the amount of energy we then use within the home) of 120kWh/m2.A 
and CO2 emissions of 17kgCO2/m2.A. Research moves on apace and zero net energy retrofit 
is already nearing commercial viability in Holland for certain types of home and so one hopes 
will become viable in the UK (shortly afterwards).  UK Green Building Council’s Regeneration 
and Retrofit Task Group Report (October 2017) calls for deep retrofit.   

We are not necessarily taking as our meaning for ‘model’, something that does the whole job 
from funding through to cost recovery. Our research has suggested that there are many 
components which can be used together to create a means by which retrofit can be funded 
and both bill payer and building owner see the benefits. 

The components divide in to 4 basic categories: 

1. Loan or investment sources or types 

2. Cost reduction approaches 

3. Cost recovery approaches 

4. Subsidy and Grant 

The cost reduction and recovery options overlap as the best cost recovery options will be able 
to reduce overall costs. These have therefore been merged as a single category in the later 
table. 

tenure assumptions 

from Beyond Decent Homes, 2009: Social Housing leading with home owners following 
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With the UK now being down to only 17% of the nation’s housing stock as social housing and 
62.3% as private homes, it seems logical to try to maximise the common ground between the 
different tenures in constructing retrofit finance models.  While obvious that the reality of how 
owner occupiers manage their homes is different to how social landlords do it, we would 
suggest that the principles are still common.  While few home owners put money aside for 
major repairs, the money will still have to be spent on those new windows or that repointing at 
some point so the capital expenditure from either savings or borrowing is the same and if a 
retrofit reduces the need for that future expenditure all tenures benefit.   

The corollary of replacing major repairs spend with retrofit spend is that the need for those 
major repairs can be seen as a trigger for retrofit. Where retrofit measures can be done more 
cost effectively because major repairs were being carried out or works considered too 
disruptive normally could be seen as more acceptable within the context of this kind of work; 
internal wall insulation for example being done at the same time as a kitchen or bathroom 
replacement, or as is starting to become necessary with some of our older housing stock, 
structural wall insulation to avoid expensive structural masonry repairs, tile replacements on 
housing blocks becoming the trigger for in roof photo voltaic installations.  

This leaves us with the key structural difference between the two tenures being who is paying 
the bills that will be radically reduced by a retrofit - therefore to whom the financial benefits will 
accrue. This does create an unsavoury conclusion that if social landlords are to lead the charge 
on perfecting deep retrofit they need to find a method of benefitting from as much of that 
energy cost reduction as they can.  The Green Deal payment collection mechanism (through 
utility bills) would have created that opportunity in principle - in our table we have suggested 
other approaches. 

Heat and Comfort 
As part of this search for cost recovery mechanisms that social housing providers feel able to 
take on, there have been proposals over the years to reframe the debate in such a way that 
charges are made to keep a customer warm rather than supply a certain amount of energy.  
The principle of this is obvious and is demonstrated in our tables below, namely that you 
replace 80% of energy use with repayments for capital works so that their outgoings are still 
the same.   

However, trying to quantify precisely to create a charge for warmth is much more difficult than 
simply proposing overall costs of occupation. How people use their homes varies wildly, from 
preferences for temperatures ranging from 17ºC to 24ºC, from every window and trickle vent 
closed up to people who prefer to have almost all of the windows open for much of the year, 
with such things as long showers and indoor laundry drying further complicating calculations. 

Improved detailed household energy use, indoor climate and air quality monitoring may yet 
make this more feasible but those that have been made aware of the detail of such monitoring 
in Energiesprong in Holland have suggested that the British consumer may need some 
convincing that this is an appropriate level of what might be seen as prying into their lives. 

Service charges 
Recent legal advice to the Energiesprong UK team proposes that retrofit costs can be 
recovered through a service charge, replacing the cost of part of the tenants energy bills.  This 
does increase the amounts that landlords need to recover from tenants and is not covered by 
the housing element of universal credit, but it is a means to reduce fuel poverty while 
maintaining warmth. 
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Energiesprong introduces a comfort package which provides residents with heating, hot water 
and electricity to run their appliances. This package is similar to a mobile phone bundle: 
residents pay a fixed monthly fee which allows comfortable living in their homes. Should they 
choose to use more energy they can ‘top up’ their plan. The introduction of this comfort 
package allows the (social) landlord to overcome the split incentive of investing in the upgrade 
of the property whilst residents benefit from the (financial) energy savings. 

The Energy Service Plan is an agreement between the (social) housing provider and the 
resident about the energy and comfort performance of the house. It entitles the resident to a 
fixed annual energy allowance, which is backed up by an energy performance warranty. The 
amount of this Energy Service Plan is set at the same (or lower) amount as their current energy 
bill, so residents get a more comfortable and better-performing home for the same cost. In the 
UK market Energiesprong explored three principle options: warm rents, service charges and 
separate contracts. Legal advice obtained confirmed that the principle of an Energy Service 
Plan is best implemented through a service charge. Service charges are recognised in the 
market and are also reasonably enforceable, which a voluntary, separate agreement between 
landlord and tenant would not be. The scope of the service charge definition would allow for 
100% of the retrofit cost to be charged back to the tenants, however, the principle for the net 
zero retrofits is that they should not cost the tenant more than their previous combined rent 
and utility bills. Landlords are obliged to explain the additional service charge to their tenants 
and - as part of an obligatory consultation - landlords will ask their tenants to agree to a 
tenancy variation to include the new service charge. Tenants can turn this offer down, but then 
in turn the retrofit investment would not be made.

The charge needs to be fixed and outside ongoing maintenance (i.e. charge to recover capital 
cost for enhanced specification/performance).

There may be difficulties for affordable rent properties, as rent plus all charges must come 
within the 80% of market rent cap. 

An advantage of providing heat to multiple properties is that a communal heating agreement 
lasts after the Right to Buy process, which a service charge to a tenant does not. 

Retrofit leadership 
Much of the retrofit conversations had have assumed that the development and management 
skills of social housing providers together with the experienced technical teams to which they 
have access make them the logical vanguard of building a deep retrofit programme of 
sufficient scale for the UK.  However, this separation between them and the utility bill payer 
together with government policy for most of the last decade has meant that this has not been 
shown to be as clear an assumption.   

Whilst it is a niche movement, a look at the Low Energy Buildings Database shows most of 
these homes are privately owned.  Experience has shown that it is a lot easier an argument to 
win with a homeowner to take on £1000 a year debt repayments and using some of their 
savings if as part of that you are saving them £900 and giving them a much more comfortable 
house.  

In addition, the Rogers dissemination curve suggests that with any adoption of a new way of 
doing things there is around 2.5% of the target market (described in the curve as Pioneers or 
Innovators) who will have motivations other than cost.  This makes the “able to pay” sector 
extremely important and undervalued in building our retrofit movement, as 2.5% presents a 
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major 
R&D opportunity that is perhaps not as accessible to social housing providers, given the 
current fiscal and policy foci.   

It may therefore be time to revisit the assumption that it is registered providers at the vanguard 
of deep retrofit development and recognise the leadership of the pioneers of homeowners and 
maybe even the private rented sector.  There are pioneer landlords within the private rented 
sector who are offering SAP of A and zero net energy for the aware renter: as advertising of 
total costs of occupation of rented housing becomes more of a norm this is likely to increase 
as understanding of EPC ratings grows.  The Government’s Minimum Energy Efficiency 
Standard (MEES) will develop the lower end of the energy efficiency market and so increase 
the awareness of energy performance among both landlords and tenants, which will serve as a 
foundation to build take up for deeper levels of demand reduction. 
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analysis of retrofit cost assumptions     

In domestic retrofit, the work needed is primarily about demand 
reduction : reducing energy needs, not just how energy is generated.  
It is necessary to maximise the reduction in demand for energy 
before looking at replacing the remaining demand with renewable 
energy because there is insufficient renewable energy capacity to 
replace all of the energy currently used. 

Retrofit work includes :


• Air tightness / draught proofing work with planned ventilation 
(either passive stack or mechanical with heat-recovery) 

• Loft insulation of at least 400mm  
• Insulating walls using at least cavity wall insulation where 

possible, internal or external wall insulation predominantly 
• Floor insulation, either in the cavity below a wooden floor, 

adding an insulating layer to solid floors  
or perimeter insulation alongside EWI to avoid internal disruption  

• Triple glazed windows and well sealed doors 
• Modern efficient gas boilers sized to meet the new heat needs, 

or a renewable form of heat such as heat pump 
• Better heating controls which heat the room used to the required 

level, not necessarily the whole house and compensate for 
weather  

• Low energy lighting and efficient (A++ rated) appliances  
• Master switches to turn off appliances otherwise left on standby 

and display energy monitors to encourage reduced consumption  
• Renewable generation - solar heat or PV with battery storage 

We have assumed that such a deep retrofit can be delivered for 
£40,000 for an average home (excluding renewables) : this is almost 
entirely demand reduction work - taking a fabric first approach. 
Available cost data for deep retrofit is skewed by many that did not aim to be efficient and 
scalable so we have based this figure on:  

1. Costings provided for Beyond Decent Homes with an appropriate tender price index 
(2009)


2. The retrofits we designed for Keepmoat in the Retrofit for the Future project (2011)

3. The retrofits we designed for DECC’s Green Deal Go Early project (2013)


4. Extrapolation of the retrofit work we have contracted directly since (2014 - 2018)


Our multiple property model assumes average dual fuel bills of £1142 in July 2017 (Ofgem) and 
retrofit works achieving a 75% reduction in heat demand and 20% reduction in electricity use. 
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individual property retrofit modelling 

We have taken as our example a three bed mid terrace property with an average SAP rating - 
the data for sizes and costs come from an actual retrofit carried out in 2017.  We have 
amended the work list slightly to create a more generic example, as the property was in very 
poor condition (additional structural works required are excluded from the retrofit works listed).   

We have assumed that a specification is needed which allows proper vapour movement 
through the existing (probably already moist) masonry.  To the end we have specified woodfibre 
insulation as this is the only product currently on the market which does not simply allow 
moisture movement but actively encourages it as it is vapour open and capillary active. 

We have grouped the works into four stages :  

•basic works  

•EWI with associated windows and roofline works  

•internal disruption works 

•renewables 

The work stages were chosen because internal works are much more disruptive to the resident 
and are therefore harder to carry out in occupied properties, requiring more management and 
more buy-in from residents. 

The basic works package includes loft insulation & insulated loft hatch, eaves tile vents, draft 
proofing, a high efficiency gas boiler was fitted, with spray taps and flow restrictors to reduce 
water use. 

The second package of work includes 180mm of woodfibre external wall insulation on the rear 
wall with associated stainless steel gutter, services alterations and eaves ventilation (to avoid 
moisture build up).   Windows in the EWI are replaced at this stage to optimise detailing and 
reduce cold bridges.  New windows are triple glazed wood frame windows with a ten year 
guarantee on the finish.  The back door is replaced, set into the external insulation. 

In the third package, the front wall is insulated internally to preserve the streetscape with 
140mm of woodfibre insulation.  The suspended floor is lifted and insulated with woodfibre and 
air tightness membrane, while a solid floor in the outrigger is insulated with phenolic foam 
boards.  Perimeter insulation helps to keep the floor warm and avoid cold bridges. The 
remaining windows are replaced with new triple glazed wooden framed windows at this stage.  
The original front door was retained.   Further air tightness work is carried out and a passive 
stack ventilation system is added to ensure controlled ventilation of the property, to avoid the 
build up of moisture and declining air quality. 

Solar panels are combined with battery storage to maximise use of solar power on site, allow 
time shifting of power use using a time of day tariff and facilitate future sales of power to the 
grid. 

The SAP rating of the unretrofitted property is 56 (a low D - the UK average) which is improved 
at each stage to reach 100 once the renewables have been included, giving the property a 
dwelling C02 emissions rating of 0 kg CO2/m2/a.  This is net zero regulated energy but does 
not include socket power.  
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proposed measures
RETROFIT MEASURES LIST 
description (U-value, 

efficiency, 
size)

base cost 
(exc. VAT)
base cost 
(exc. VAT)

inc VAT quantity total cost basic works EWI, windows 
& roofline

internal 
disruption 
(assume 40% 
windows)

renewables

LOFT: Loft insulation increased to 400mm depth - 
recycled formaldehyde free glass fibre loft roll with 
breather membrane topping to reduce thermal 
bypass. 

0.1 W/m2.K £9.24 / sq m £9.70 43.74 £424.37 £424.37

LOFT HATCH: Insulate with expanded polystyrene 
& draught seal existing loft hatch. Plywood frame 
to new insulation level

0.5 W/m2.K £179.40 / unit £188.37 1 £188.37 £188.37

LOFT Additional ventilation: Eaves tile vent  - 0 £85.00 / unit £89.25 2 £178.50 £178.50
PORCH/BAY ROOF INSULATION: part fill with 
mineral wool, ensuring ventilation gap under 
underlay

0.2 W/m2.K £57.01 / sq m £59.86 2.5 £149.65 £149.65

INSULATION TO EAVES at external wall insulation - W/m.K £57.01 / ln m £59.86 4.655 £278.65 £278.65
INSULATION TO EAVES at external wall insulation 
including associated new stainless steel gutter

- W/m.K £241.44 / ln m £253.51 9.055 £2,295.55 £2,295.55

WALLS: 180mm vapour permeable woodfibre 
external wall insulation 60mm combi board + 
pavatherm and  8mm silicon glass reinforced 
external render system. NBT/Suprema

0.2 W/m2.K £121.00 / sq m £127.05 42.7 £5,850.93 £5,850.93

WALLS: sundry items, service duct within external 
wall insulation

- 0 £50.00 /unit £52.50 1 £52.50 £52.50

WALLS: sundry items, move BT equipment in area 
of EWI and refix

- 0 £130.00 /unit £136.50 1 £136.50 £136.50

WALLS: sundry items, move satellite tv equipment 
in area of EWI and refix

- 0 £50.00 /unit £52.50 1 £52.50 £52.50

WALLS: sundry items, move alarm box in area of 
EWI and refix

- 0 £50.00 /unit £52.50 2 £105.00 £105.00

DOORS: Door threshold in EWI - W/m.K £150.00 / ln m £157.50 1 £157.50 £157.50
SCAFFOLDING & NETTING ALLOWANCE - 
smaller house

- - £910 / unit £956 1 £955.50 £955.50

WALLS: 140mm woodfibre internal wall insulation 
fixed to internal wall. Finished with with 
proprietary internal render vapour control layer. 
Internal plaster features will be lost. 

0.35 W/m2.K £130.80 / sq m £137.34 17.3 £2,705.28 £2,705.28

SUSPENDED TIMBER FLOOR -  ACCESSED 
FROM ABOVE: lift floorboards and install 
woodfibre insulation & air tightness membrane

0.2 W/m2.K £84.50 / sq m £88.73 45.46 £4,033.44 £4,033.44

EXTERNAL FLOOR PERIMETER below EWI: 400 - 
200mm external perimeter insulation suitable for 
below ground use + drainage layer

- - £53.47 / ln m £56.14 13.9 £781.63 £781.63

SOLID FLOOR: 60mm phenolic foam set between 
treated softwood battens at 600mm centres fixed 
onto existing concrete floor, 15mm redwood T&G 
varnished on top. Doors will need to be trimmed 
and rehung. Shims will need to be fitted to adjust 
stairs rises. to avoid uneven steps

0.2-0.3 W/m2.K £86.05 / sq m £90.35 12.3 £1,111.34 £1,111.34

SERVICE PENETRATIONS: Ensure all service 
penetrations - vents, flues, waste water pipes, gas 
inlets etc - are properly sealed at the air-tight layer 
with appropriate tape, sealant or grommet. 

- - £200.00 £210.00 1 £210.00 £210.00

AIR SEAL TAPE AND CAULKING - - £200.00 £210.00 1 £210.00 £210.00
AIR TIGHTNESS TESTING - - £250.00 /unit £262.50 1 £262.50 £262.50
PHOTOVOLTAICS (PV): Install photovoltaic panels 
generate renewable electricity. This displaces 
energy generation from the national grid. 

300 kWp £1,200.00 /unit £1,260.00 3.6 £4,536.00 £4,536.00

BATTERY STORAGE:10kWh available power 
lithium battery witth on-line connectivity

0 m2 £525.00 / sq m £551.25 10 £5,512.50 £5,512.50

WINDOWS: Replace existing windows with triple-
glazed low-e argon filled timber windows with 
warm edge spacers. Fitted in order to be air-tight 
and with minimal thermal bridging.

0.85 W/m2.K £466.00 / sq m £559.20 17.7 £9,899.00 £5,939.40 £3,959.60

WINDOWS: "Manchester" window 1.1 W/m2.K £498.00 / sq m £597.60 1.2 £693.60 £693.60
DOORS: Replacement Insulated timber external 
wood flush doorset

0.95 W/m2.K £1,333.33 /unit £1,600.00 1 £1,600.00 £1,600.00

GAS BOILER - COMBI: Install A rated condensing  
combi boiler with load modulation, sized to suit 
future reduced heat demand

90 % efficiency£1,585.00 /unit £1,902.00 1 £1,902 £1,902 -

SPRAY TAPS: low flow taps fitted to reduce hot 
water consumption & so energy use. Kitchen & 
utility room taps should allow manual over-ride of 
low-flow

4 l/m £172.97 /unit £207.56 1 £207.56 £207.56 -

SHOWER HEAD: Fit new aerating spray head 
shower head to reduce water flow and hot water 
demand.

6-9 l/m £42.63 /unit £51.16 1 £51.16 £51.16 -

PASSIVE STACK VENTILATION: improve internal 
air quality while minimising energy use, using 
warm air buoyancy. Requires detailed design work 
of supply, transfer & extract openings. 

40-60 % Relative Humidity£1,625.00 /unit £1,950.00 1 £1,950 £1,950.00

DEM: A display energy monitor (for electricity) will 
help you to keep a track of your energy use. 

- - £55.00 /unit £66.00 1 £66.00 £66.00 -

£46,557.53 £3,227.96 £18,355.32 £14,925.76 £10,048.50



The costs and bill savings at each stage  
This table shows the summary of work costs and bill savings at each stage of the retrofit. 

Borrowing 

For this property we have assumed a combination 
of mortgage borrowing at 2.5% and an interest 
free Home Energy Loan Package at 0%.  Funding 
sources are investigated in detail later in the 
report. 

Inflation is assumed at 2% with no additional 
energy cost inflation. 

Basic works 

The basic works package may have already been carried out in many properties using ECO 
funding.   This work is easily funded, with a simple payback of 8.5 years without finance costs.  
Bill savings of 26% are achieved for a cost of £3,228.  The property now has a high D EPC 
rating.   

For a couple on basic state pension, with an income of £13,098 in 2018, this would be a 
change from spending 11% of income on energy to 8%.  Any household in fuel poverty should 
be able to access these works for free through ECO funded schemes, although government 
estimates suggest that less than 3% of such households have done this.   

unretrofitted basic works EWI, 
windows & 
roofline

internal 
disruption 

renewables

cost of work £3,228 £18,355 £14,926 £10,049

electricity bill £645 £531 £531 £531 £163

gas bill £793 £528 £309 £185 £185

total energy cost £1,438 £1,060 £840 £716 £348

bill saving £378 £219 £124 £368

% of original bill 
saved

26% 15% 9% 26%

SAP rating 56 66 77 83 100

EPC D D C B A
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Financial assumptions

HELP Loan 0% 20 years

Mortgage 2.5% 25 years

Inflation 2%



We have assumed that this work package is funded by an interest free Home Energy Loan Plan 
(HELP) Loan repaid over ten years.   The household is immediately able to cover loan 
repayments from bill savings, with benefits increasing as fuel prices rise.   

Modelled at 5% interest rate, the household is worse off for the first four years but breaks even 
over the 10 year period.  At any higher interest rate, the household is worse off overall, making 
5% the maximum affordable interest rate even for simple works with a relatively strong 
payback. 

External works 
The external works package saves a further 15% of the original energy bills but the cost is 
much higher at £18,355.  Our analysis showed that at current costs this works package 

needed a subsidy of £4,000.  Assuming that the HELP Loan is extended to £12,000 in total and 
the remaining funds are borrowed on a 25 year mortgage, the house remains worse off each 
year until the HELP loan has been paid and over 25 years remains £3,568 out of pocket.  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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Aggregator 
payments
help loan 
repayment
mortgage 
repayment
total new 
outgoings
difference 
between 
new & 
current bills
finance 
costs
cumulative 
balance

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

-£320 -£320 -£320 -£320 -£320 -£320 -£320 -£320 -£320 -£320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

-£1,380 -£1,401 -£1,422 -£1,444 -£1,467 -£1,490 -£1,513 -£1,537 -£1,561 -£1,586 -£1,292 -£1,317 -£1,344 -£1,371 -£1,398 -£1,426 -£1,455 -£1,484 -£1,513 -£1,544 -£1,574 -£1,606 -£1,638 -£1,671 -£1,704

£59 £66 £74 £82 £90 £98 £106 £115 £124 £133 £462 £471 £480 £490 £500 £510 £520 £530 £541 £552 £563 £574 £585 £597 £609

£0 £1 £2 £3 £4 £6 £7 £9 £10 £12 £14 £21 £28 £35 £43 £50 £58 £66 £74 £82 £90 £98 £107 £116 £125

£0 £59 £125 £199 £281 £371 £469 £575 £690 £814 £947 £1,408 £1,879 £2,359 £2,849 £3,349 £3,859 £4,379 £4,909 £5,450 £6,002 £6,564 £7,138 £7,724 £8,321 £8,930

£0

£2,250

£4,500

£6,750

£9,000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

cumulative balance

-£3,000

-£2,250

-£1,500

-£750

£0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

current bills total new outgoings

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
help loan 
repayment
mortgage 
repayment
total new 
outgoings
difference 
between 
new & 
current bills
finance 
costs
cumulative 
balance

-£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 0 0 0 0 0

-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78-£428.78

-£1,869 -£1,886 -£1,903 -£1,921 -£1,938 -£1,957 -£1,975 -£1,994 -£2,013 -£2,033 -£2,053 -£2,074 -£2,095 -£2,116 -£2,138 -£2,160 -£2,182 -£2,205 -£2,229 -£2,253 -£1,677 -£1,702 -£1,728 -£1,754 -£1,780

-£431 -£419 -£407 -£394 -£382 -£369 -£355 -£342 -£328 -£314 -£300 -£285 -£270 -£255 -£240 -£224 -£208 -£192 -£175 -£158 £460 £477 £496 £514 £533

£0 -£6 -£13 -£19 -£25 -£30 -£36 -£41 -£46 -£51 -£56 -£61 -£65 -£69 -£73 -£76 -£80 -£83 -£86 -£88 -£91 -£84 -£77 -£69 -£62

£0 -£431 -£850 -£1,256 -£1,651 -£2,032 -£2,401 -£2,756 -£3,098 -£3,427 -£3,741 -£4,041 -£4,326 -£4,597 -£4,852 -£5,092 -£5,316 -£5,524 -£5,715 -£5,890 -£6,048 -£5,588 -£5,111 -£4,615 -£4,101 -£3,568

-£7,000

-£5,250

-£3,500

-£1,750

£0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

cumulative balance

-£2,400

-£1,800

-£1,200

-£600

£0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

current bills total new outgoings



Internal Disruption works package
The third works package includes internal wall insulation to the front walls, replacing the front 
windows, further air tightness works and installation of a controlled ventilation system to 
maintain internal air quality.  This reduces bills by a further 9% at a cost of £14,926.  We have 
assumed that this is funded by further mortgage borrowing. This leaves the household worse 
off each year until year 23 and £16,682 out of pocket over 25 years. 

A source of income is needed to cover the funding gap, which is created by the renewables 
work package. 

Renewables : PV and Battery Storage 
The renewables work package allows installation of solar panels and battery storage at a cost 
of £10,049.   

We have not allowed for income from Feed In Tariff as this funding will be closed to new 
entrants early next year.   

Battery storage combined with a smart meter allows demand for power to be shifted to 
cheaper time periods - currently at night, but in future this will be when there is surplus 
renewable power.  Time of day tariffs are becoming available so that when there is more power 
available than needed, the cost of electricity is reduced.  Smart meter roll out should reduce 
the time periods at which tariffs can be changed and increase variability of costs.  Currently 
available time of day tariffs mean that night power is at 5p/kWh instead of 14p, so charging a 
battery at 5p to replace 14p day tariffs saves £342 a year for an average household. A further 
saving comes from using PV to generate power for use and from avoiding using power from 
the grid during the very high peak tariff periods. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
help loan 
repayment
mortgage 
repayment
total new 
outgoings
difference 
between 
new & 
current bills
finance 
costs
cumulative 
balance

-£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 -£600 0 0 0 0 0

-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66-£1,112.66

-£2,429 -£2,443 -£2,458 -£2,472 -£2,488 -£2,503 -£2,519 -£2,535 -£2,552 -£2,568 -£2,585 -£2,603 -£2,621 -£2,639 -£2,657 -£2,676 -£2,696 -£2,715 -£2,735 -£2,756 -£2,177 -£2,198 -£2,220 -£2,242 -£2,264

-£990 -£976 -£961 -£946 -£931 -£915 -£899 -£883 -£866 -£849 -£832 -£815 -£797 -£778 -£760 -£741 -£721 -£701 -£681 -£660 -£39 -£18 £4 £26 £49

£0 -£15 -£29 -£44 -£58 -£72 -£86 -£99 -£113 -£126 -£138 -£151 -£163 -£175 -£187 -£198 -£209 -£220 -£230 -£241 -£251 -£251 -£251 -£251 -£251

£0 -£990 -£1,966 -£2,928 -£3,874 -£4,805 -£5,720 -£6,619 -£7,502 -£8,369 -£9,218 -£10,050 -£10,865 -£11,662 -£12,440 -£13,200 -£13,940 -£14,661 -£15,363 -£16,044 -£16,704 -£16,744 -£16,762 -£16,758 -£16,731 -£16,682

-£20,000

-£15,000

-£10,000

-£5,000

£0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

cumulative balance

-£3,000

-£2,250

-£1,500

-£750

£0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

current bills total new outgoings



Income from Battery Storage 

Energy storage income is not a subsidy, it is using the energy market to generate income.  

The availability of renewable energy has high levels of variation : 

This means that other sources must provide energy when demanded.   

Some of these are difficult to turn on at short notice. Much higher payments are made to 
operators who can provide power at very short notice.  Systems have been developed to use 
part of the power available in groups of batteries under control of one operator to provide 
power back to the grid.  However there is a minimum entry requirement, certainly for the 
National Grid’s short term operating reserve (STOR), of 6MWh total power available at 3MW 
discharge rate. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Aggregator 
payments
help loan 
repayment
mortgage 
repayment
total new 
outgoings
difference 
between 
new & 
current bills
finance 
costs
cumulative 
balance

£712 £726 £741 £756 £771 £786 £802 £818 £834 £851 £868 £886 £903 £921 £940 £959 £978 £997 £1,017 £1,038 £1,058 £1,079

-£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 -£500 0 0 0 0 0

-£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769 -£1,769

-£2,617 -£2,624 -£2,631 -£1,926 -£1,919 -£1,912 -£1,905 -£1,898 -£1,890 -£1,883 -£1,875 -£1,867 -£1,859 -£1,851 -£1,843 -£1,834 -£1,825 -£1,817 -£1,808 -£1,798 -£1,289 -£1,279 -£1,269 -£1,259 -£1,249

-£1,179 -£1,157 -£1,135 -£400 -£363 -£324 -£286 -£246 -£205 -£164 -£122 -£79 -£35 £9 £55 £102 £149 £197 £247 £297 £848 £901 £954 £1,009 £1,064

£0 -£18 -£35 -£52 -£58 -£63 -£68 -£73 -£76 -£79 -£82 -£84 -£85 -£85 -£85 -£84 -£83 -£81 -£78 -£74 -£70 -£57 -£43 -£29 -£14

£0 -£1,179 -£2,336 -£3,471 -£3,871 -£4,233 -£4,558 -£4,843 -£5,089 -£5,294 -£5,458 -£5,580 -£5,659 -£5,695 -£5,685 -£5,630 -£5,529 -£5,380 -£5,182 -£4,936 -£4,639 -£3,790 -£2,890 -£1,936 -£927 £137

-£6,000

-£4,500

-£3,000

-£1,500

£0

£1,500

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

cumulative balance

-£3,000

-£2,250

-£1,500

-£750

£0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

current bills total new outgoings



This requires an aggregator with software control of many domestic batteries to gather 
sufficient assets under a single point of control. The aggregator is then able to provide power 
to the grid from the batteries to agreed levels of discharge, which balances demand and 
supply within the grid.  Where the energy has been generated by solar panels the surplus can 
be sold to renewable energy suppliers to fill their demand.   

This is currently being tested before being released at scale.  Several companies are offering 
combined PV and battery packages with the promise of this future income.  

Model Sensitivities  
Availability of HELP loans, funding amounts and periods varies by council and may be more or 
less generous than assumed.  An equity loan repaid on sale of the property would improve the 
annual cashflow. 

For properties which already have a high loan to value ratio, a mortgage cost as low as 2.5% 
may be difficult to achieve, but these rates are currently available for long terms for individual 
households (buy to let rates are higher). 

The income from the storage aggregator could be missed if the public and/or third sector do 
not move quickly to establish a vehicle. The number of private players entering the market 
suggests a high degree of confidence in this future income stream, however this brings with it 
the risk that they will capture too much of the market and the income needed to assist in 
developing a retrofit industry. 

Inflation is assumed at 2% and no additional fuel price inflation is added - any increase in 
these rates would be in the householder’s favour as it would increase the benefit of cost 
savings.  Increasing inflation to 4% while maintaining the interest rates on finance makes the 
household better off annually from year 9 and £11,379 in profit over the 25 year period.  
Alternatively, 4% inflation makes a finance rate of 3.75% on all borrowing affordable (no 
interest free HELP loan required). The long term target rate for inflation is 2% and any increase 
may also trigger loan interest rate increases, reducing the advantage. Energy cost rises have 
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energy storage income is not subsidy, it is the energy market

1. demand shifting 
Time of Day tariff costs 5p/kWh instead of  14p/kWh 

assume average UK bill at 3,800kWh then if sufficient battery to 
provide whole day then annual saving > 3800 x (14-5)= £342 

2. supply shifting 
assume a 4kW PV installation  generating  3,200kWh/A, addi-

tional saving = 3200 x 5= +£160 

3. aggregated sales to grid   
Short  Term Operating Reserve -  

up to £350  
 or Frequency Response  

 up to £300   

4.  Demand Side Management  
 (possibly) DUoS Red band avoidance  £60



been ahead of inflation for the last two decades - around triple the inflation rate - but there is 
political pressure to reduce this, so we have used 2% to increase the robustness of the model. 
If comparison with other bill payers is an arbiter of affordability then utility price inflation will 
improve the robustness of the model, but that may not be an easy argument to win. 

Where suitable, a heat pump replacing the gas boiler would provide RHI income as well as 
energy savings.   

We have not examined the tax implications to companies of carrying out capital works. 

We anticipate that retrofit costs will reduce as the market develops, as discussed later. 

Maintenance 
A lack of reliable data means that we have not been able to quantify the maintenance savings 
from carrying out a retrofit, but planned maintenance for a property would include replacement 
of boilers, windows, doors and roofline goods which are included in the retrofit.  It would also 
include repairing of windows and repointing of walls.  These costs would be replaced by the 
retrofit works (or delayed in the case of window painting).  

Inclusion of managed ventilation and vapour permeable materials which allow managed 
moisture transfer through the structure will also avoid potential costs for damage to the 
building caused by moisture build up, including mould and timber rot.  In serious cases these 
costs can be very substantial - particularly if dry rot develops as it is often not covered by 
buildings insurance. 

We have not modelled maintenance costs.  These would be reduced for several years by the 
replacement of many elements of the property, but there would be future costs such as 
repainting windows after year 10.  Many retrofit elements including all of the insulation would 
be expected to last the 25 years forecast, with the exception of the boiler.  As the boiler is likely 
to be replaced by a future heat source such a heat pump, the technology for which will change 
immensely in the period before replacement is required, we have not attempted to forecast the 
cost of this.  

Published figures show a high level of variation in spending on both major repairs and 
maintenance within the social housing sector, so analysis of how this would be affected by 
retrofit works would require further research in order to be useful. 

Sector Scorecard analysis report 2017  http://www.sectorscorecard.com  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retrofit costs : future cost savings 
Our analysis shows that at current costs a subsidy of 8.5% is needed for the retrofit to break 
even over time, even at very low interest rates.  As the retrofit market develops we forecast that 
costs will reduce. 

Work done for SHAP’s Community Green Deal report of 2010 analysed potential savings once 
this kind of work is scaled up. It was not however a primary focus of this project so the savings 
are based on interviews with contractors and the supply chain so still need to be verified.   
However the anticipated trajectory of savings is much shallower a gradient than that achieved 
by solar PV. 

The assumptions are that: 

1. Retrofit key skills are improved alongside methodologies reducing labour required by 
45%. This would need a parallel investment in training to make sure demand for labour 
does not outstrip supply eclipsing those savings 

2. Supply chain streamlining, economies of scale and improvement of products ought to 
be able to produce a 40% saving with adequate investment. 

3. Lack of experience and so cost certainty make contingencies, overheads and margins 
higher than they need be. There should be the possibility of a 25% saving once a few 
thousand more have been done. Development of IT solutions should assist with this, 
reducing waste, mistakes and management costs 

4. Repetition of details, standardisation of retrofit combinations for different types of 
home and construction should significantly reduce on-costs. IT approaches will also 
deliver considerable efficiencies assembling contract documentation. We have 
assumed 60% here. 

This leads to the model above. Paying for this capital outlay can then can be done by 
deploying some of the loan and investment models, alongside possibly re-allocating reserves 
for major repairs if the retrofit removes the need for that separate spend with top up from 
subsidy. 
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This will then produce a need for annual repayment of some form. For the sake of this report 
we are assuming that current bill payments should not go up as a result of retrofit. While there 
is an argument that they should go down to assist those in fuel poverty, this is considered as 
outside the brief of this work for now as this is not universal and can therefore be considered 
as a separate model.   In 2018, UK energy prices are around average for electricity in Europe 
and below average for gas, so there is a counter argument that energy is currently too cheap 
and the cost should be allowed to increase to ensure that consumers make efforts to reduce 
their use.  We have assumed that current total costs for the property remain stable. 

The task therefore is to cover the annual cost of the works be that in loan repayments or 
dividends to investors. As can be seen, costs of retrofit after development of the market might 
be covered by bill savings from heat demand falling by 75%, electricity demand falling by 20%  
with 75% of the remainder provided by PV alongside battery storage and emissions trading 
(like ECO ) providing a bit of top up.  
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Supply of suitably trained labour is a major risk, especially with the building industry as a whole 
short of skilled employees with many Europeans having left the UK.  

As cost savings have not happened yet, we need to look to a cocktail of approaches to close 
this gap, otherwise knows as revenue stacking. Back in 2010 we proposed that the Feed-in 
Tariff could close this gap but this is no longer possible. However battery storage is now just 
about ready to provide an income stream to replace that FiT. Aggregation vehicles are about to 
enable power to be sold to the National Grid for either frequency stabilisation or volume peak 
supply, time of day tariffs make demand and supply shifting financially attractive.  

Other mechanisms such as ‘NegaWatts’ are also being trialled with promising results - these 
are payments for not using power at points of high demand, so if the aggregator could prevent 
all batteries charging at points of high demand it should be able to attract those payments. 
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This diagram shows how declining costs and improving incomes can make retrofit viable over 
time, depending on the cost of finance 

 

On a per-house basis, the bill savings and income cover the repayment of retrofit costs by the 
ninth year once retrofit costs have reduced  
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S H A P / W M H o G s u s t a i n a b l e f i n a n c e m a t r i x 
                                                                                                                                                                                       	 	

model description owner 
occupiers

private 
rented 
sector

Loan/investment

cost reduction/recovery

directly availabledirectly availabledirectly available national totals:national totals:
models with small/mid scale intermediarymodels with small/mid scale intermediarymodels with small/mid scale intermediarymodels with small/mid scale intermediarymodels with small/mid scale intermediary 14,786,000 4,847,000

strategic finance sources - larger scale vehiclestrategic finance sources - larger scale vehiclestrategic finance sources - larger scale vehiclestrategic finance sources - larger scale vehiclestrategic finance sources - larger scale vehicle
commercial modelscommercial modelscommercial models

Fiscal instrumentsFiscal instruments
Loan/investmentLoan/investment 62.3% 20.4%

mortgage Many private retrofits are funded by extending 
the existing mortgage. Rates can be low but 
requires sufficient surplus value over current loan

‘green’ mortgage Variable interest rates dependent on change in 
energy performance usually by EPC band in the 
UK.

equity loan funding retrofit measures against the future asset 
value. capital can be locked up for long periods if 
turnover is low, affecting cost, useful where asset 
rich, cash poor

secured 
repayment loan

Interested RP’s,  local authorities and even larger 
companies seeking to build their retrofit business 
might choose to provide the finance for strategic 
or policy purposes

repayment loan 
unsecured

Less attractive in terms of risk than secured 
lending, more attractive when trying to deliver 
policy objectives for those without adequate 
asset  value. Less likely to be relevant to 
commercial or 3rd sector parties but various LA’s 
have home improvement loan products done this 
way

community 
shares

usually ethical investment offer through a 
Community Benefit Society, rate offered but not 
guaranteed. Can be 1 member 1 vote or weighted 
by shareholding. Flexible repayment offers 
advantages.

loanstock less regulated version of bonds as a result of 
offering very much lower amounts,  used for 
ethical investment so sold with optional RoR. 
Again unsuitable for scale

crowdfunding Peer to peer lending. Not yet deployed at the kind 
of scale required for an at scale roll-out but could 
have use in initial start ups

bonds An IOU, fixed term usually fixed return finance 
product sitting on the asset side of the balance 
sheet, regulated. Only available to large 
organisations due to large sums of money

Housing finance 
corporation

Mutual bond aggregator exclusively for Housing 
Associations

pensions Public Sector Pension funds may be able/
prepared to invest in their communities as 
pressure to disinvest in fossil fuels rises. Take a 
longer view. Longer term returns can be low but 
stable especially if performance guaranteed or 
underwritten to improve covenant

Public Works 
Loan Board

Source of funding for much of the council housing 
in the UK, less well used since PSBR issue, but 
rates and terms can be very favourable. Only 
available directly to councils but can be deployed 
more widely by them

Publicly owned 
'Green' 
Investment Bank 

Used in Germany (KFW) allows better use of state 
funds where repayment is possible but not at 
commercial rates so funds can still be effectively 
recycled. Interest rates can be tailored to within 
reason to policy objectives.

cost reduction/recoverycost reduction/recoverycost reduction/recovery



S H A P / W M H o G s u s t a i n a b l e f i n a n c e m a t r i x 
                                                                                                                                                                                       	 	

registered 
providers

local 
authorities

other 
public 
sector

small 
scale/

start up
medium 

scale 
large 
scale notes/actions

2,430,000 1,612,000 57,000
total 23,732,00023,732,000

10.2% 6.8% 0.2%
From 1.39% 2yr / 1.95% 10yr fix,up to 80% 
LTV. Fee £0 - £999 owner, £2400 landlord.

Ecology Building Society standard rate 4.65% 
less 0.25% each EPC band improvement Fannie 
Mae Green Rewards Programme
Wigan Home Improvement Loan £30k 0% 
equity loan Equity release mortgages average 
5.35% compounded, repayable on sale.  (£50k 
for 25yrs at 5% = £174,064 to pay)
Wolverhampton Home Improvement Service 
£10K 0% equity loan, Manchester HELP Loan 
£10k 10yrs 0% repayable,

EDF Energy loans 2.9-20.9% 1-5yrs  
Bordeaux Metropole bank partnership made 
reduced rate loans available to low income 
households including upfront payments to allow 
the work to go ahead - problems with lack of 
funding/willingness to run fund
Brussels Green Loan 0-2% interest 30yr loans 
available to low income households (very few 
loans completed)
No retrofit loans funded through community 
shares yet, but there is no reason why they 
couldn’t be. currently being used to raise funds 
for to set up Student Housing Co-op. 
Community Shares Platforms offer marketing 
opportunities. 
Potential funding route for a community 
intermediary loan fund but limited scale

Various platforms enabling property investment 
since 2012, including refurbishment loans

Large housing associations raising substantial 
finance eg L&Q 40yr bonds 2.75% 2017.  
Councils increasingly investigating bond issues 
through UK Municipal Bonds Agency or directly.  
Birmingham issue £45m bond for new housing 
in 2017.
Bond aggregator giving access to funding for 
RPs; over £900m at average 3.344%
research typical expectations of return and 
duration of investment.
research how far they would depart from usual 
investment models.
L&G are starting to invest in storage 
aggregation, research ongoing
Current rate Gilt market + 100 basis points for 
Standard Rate loans (April 2018 : 10 year loans 
2.63%, 20yr 2.94%, 40yr 2.75%) Due to move 
to Treasury control, changes expected.

UK Green Bank only renewables & business 
projects, KFW energy efficiency programme 
combines government grant provision and loans  
for energy efficiency



S H A P / W M H o G s u s t a i n a b l e f i n a n c e m a t r i x 
                                                                                                                                                                                       	 	

model description owner 
occupiers

private 
rented 
sector

Subsidy/grant

energy services 
company

Direct sale of energy, or the generation of it 
usually through renewables. Provides income 
stream. Margins on resale small 
As yet untested proposal to provide ‘warmth’ so 
replace utility payments with debt payments for 
work done

energy 
performance 
contracting

A contract for works to homes to provide a 
certain energy performance over a period  rather 
than certain measures with individual warranties e

energy trading Aggregating energy storage and/or renewable 
generation to enable sale to the National Grid or 
energy providers

energy savings 
trading

Aggregating payments from DNO’s for reduction 
in energy use at peak periods, or specific sale of 
“NegaWatts’

emissions trading While ECO has been a framework for the 
evaluation of carbon saved and a price to 
purchase. Could the carbon saved be traded 
directly?

commercial 
partnership

Funding of activities as a result of commercial 
players seeing income generating opportunities 
such as heat networks 

lease/hire 
purchase

leasing of M&E equipment - LED lighting, 
batteries, PV, boilers

asset 
management 
strategy

Retrofit works carried as part of wider asset 
management so cost can be set against  major 
repairs or with cost reduced by working with 
other interventions  (cf SHAP Beyond Decent 
Homes 2009)

additional service 
charge

rented housing providers can fund debt 
repayment through a service charge. Treasury 
would most likely insist this was not covered by 
benefits although future governments might see 
this as w ay of targeting fuel poverty alleviation 
without legislation

Green Deal while the Green Deal Home Improvement Finance 
no longer exists, the legislation is still in place and 
remains an option for all housing tenures subject 
to finding suitable finance

Subsidy/grantSubsidy/grant
charitable trusts all big 6 energy companies have a charitable 

trust, with different objectives but usually aimed 
at reducing fuel poverty

NHS savings a pilot study by Sunderland Community 
Commissioning Group with Gentoo fitted 
insulation and boilers in six households suffering 
COPD, reducing non elective admissions. 
Worcester too

ECO State driven form of emissions trading where 
large scale energy providers have to offset their 
CO2 emissions by ‘buying’ notional tonnages of 
Carbon from retrofitted homes. Negligible 
contributions to whole house works

Tax credits Government incentive to encourage householders  
to improve their energy efficiency. Used in France

Differential 
Stamp Duty

As yet untested proposal to vary Stamp Duty on 
house sales depending on energy performance

Differential 
Council Tax 

As yet untested proposal to vary Council Tax 
depending on energy performance

contract for 
difference

Gov’t subsidy for difference between 
conventional & renewable energy supply

FiT RHI Government incentive to increase renewable 
energy generation. FiT largely 

ERDF/ESIF/
Horizon 2020

Still viable and Brexit uncertainty suggest there is 
merit in leaving this on for now
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registered 
providers

local 
authorities

other 
public 
sector

small 
scale/

start up
medium 

scale 
large 
scale notes/actions

research UK ESCO’s and models eg Brighton 
and Hove Energy Services Co-op  Stuttgart 
“Care Free energy renovation package” requires 
no household debt but a contract with an ESCO

Energiesprong Netherlands- the energy 
performance guarantee is the most important 
part of this
a crucial component of our (hopefully soon to be 
approved) ERDF project - Upside Energy are the 
partners on this bit
red band avoidance, tradable white certificates. 
Wigan NEDO -further research on commercial 
aggregators, see if there’s any data from NEDO 
available talk to contact at ESC
further research needed current floor price of 
£15/tCO₂ is low

Research so far points to a tendency for profit to 
be taken by the private company leaving the 
public sector with the risk.  Solarplicity & 
Rothwell not yet talked to
This has been done in some schools in the NW 
on heating, lighting and PV equipment
further modelling need to see how this works on 
deeper retrofit than what has been tried to far

Legal opinion shows that additional service 
charges can be made for retrofit works, but may 
be covered by overall rent cap

While the overall model is largely discredited the 
mechanism for getting repayment is still 
available and useful in rental property, further 
research needed

Providing debt & energy advice and fuel arrears 
write offs only

Savings to NHS from retrofit can be calculated 
by budget restraints mean that NHS is reluctant 
to contribute funding

the current amounts /tonne are not viable for 
deeper retrofit 

French model provides tax credit instead of 
grants + 0% loans
may not be relevant, further research needed

In US it is possible to attach repayments to 
equivalent of a council tax bill. Devolved powers 
may make this feasible - more research needed
may not be relevant, further research needed

summary of tech and payments



explanation of finance sources table 
The table is divided into three sections : loan/investment, cost reduction/recovery and subsidy/
grant. We have also attempted to identify which of the entries fall into five cross cutting 
categories, which are  

1. directly available - these are any of the three models that can be available to the building 
owner immediately 

2. models requiring some kind of intermediary but still possibly at a small scale, such as 
community shares where a homeowner or housing provider would feel the need for 
additional support in making use of this model.  Other intermediaries may be required if 
accessing other people’s loan products, for example Street UK provides the loan 
management services for Salford City Council’s home improvement loans 

3. strategic finance sources requiring a larger scale vehicle - finance sources such as 
bonds which are only viable in tens of millions of pounds - these would not be available to 
small scale operations or smaller community based housing providers and would require an 
intermediary vehicle, however finance at this scale is going to be critical once the 
programme is scaled up.  With both the smaller scale and these larger scale intermediaries it 
is likely that they will play a considerable role in improving the quality of covenant to those 
providing the money, thus producing further reductions in cost of finance. 

4. commercial models - these are means by which income can be generated or costs 
reduced either through public sector directed business models or private companies 
providing energy services or equipment leasing.  There is also the possibility of commercial 
partnerships here, however with all of these commercial approaches the allocation of risk 
needs to be carefully tracked : if profit follows those that take the most risk then whilst many 
of those in the public and third sectors may see risk reallocation as attractive this will also 
affect the saving accrued.  There is a further risk with these approaches that in fact the 
private sectors reallocate the risk to take disproportionate profits while asking the public 
sector to underwrite failure. 

5. fiscal instruments - ranging from “boilers on prescription”, through ECO to direct state 
subsidy there are also other mechanisms that might be explored such as differential stamp 
duty or council tax.  

With all 35 entries on the tables, we have then RAG rated them on the basis of their 
applicability to owner occupiers, the private rented sector, registered providers and the public 
sector; with green being available now and appropriate to those tenures, orange meaning 
possibly applicable but requiring either further work or the intervention of an intermediary, red 
suggesting not currently appropriate. 

We have also then provided tick boxes for whether these models are appropriate for small 
scale and start up, medium scale and large scale. 
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key categories of funding               

Mortgages & Loans 
The primary source for funding works to a property is generally a loan secured against the 
property.  If there is a sufficient gap between value and existing loans, this is the first choice for 
home owners and landlords.  Interest rates vary with loan to value and term.  They are more 
expensive for buy to let owners.  Future variations in interest rates risk increasing costs but 
fixed rates, currently available for up to ten years at below 2%, increase certainty of costs. 

Arrangement fees can make a smaller loan uneconomical and the whole cost of the loan over 
the term should be compared - for smaller loans a slightly higher interest rate paid over time is 
more economical than paying a large arrangement fee. 

The Green Mortgage market is developing, with specialist loans for retrofit available but not yet 
economical compared to mainstream banks.  We expect this market to expand as retrofit 
becomes more mainstream.  

One interesting study from the US by the non-profit ‘Institute for Market Transformation’ is 
often cited – including on page 43 of the Government’s call for evidence on building a market 
for energy efficiency . The IMT study finds that owners of energy efficient homes are 32% less 1

likely to default on their mortgage payments.   This is taken as proof that loans for energy 2

efficiency are less risky and therefore more attractive to financial institutions.  It could be 
argued that this says more about the ethics and income of the early adopters of energy 
efficiency, which would suggest that the default rate may climb over time. 

The Welsh Government is including energy efficiency in affordability calculations for Help To 
Buy Wales programme, which makes first time buyers more able to buy energy efficient 
properties.  This is the first example of this but it would be a sensible approach to include this 
factor in all mortgage affordability tests.  This would increase the attractiveness of energy 
efficient properties by allowing buyers to borrow up to £11,500 more to purchase an energy 
efficient property. 

Mortgages 

Repayment Property mortgages for 
home owners 

Currently available at interest rates from 1.39% 
fixed for 2 years and from 1.95% fixed for ten 
years up to 80% loan to value.   Set up fee from 
£0 - £999. Where this is an option it is likely to 

be the cheapest one currently, but unless a long 
term fixed rate is agreed costs may rise during 
the repayment period.

https://
www.moneysavingexpert.c
om/mortgages/best-buys/

Property mortgages for 

landlords 

Currently available at interest rates from 2.89% 

fixed for 2 years and from 3.59% fixed for ten 
years up to 80% loan to value.  Fees are higher, 
up to £2400. 

https://

money.comparethemarket.
com/mortgages/buy-to-
let/

 Building a market for energy efficiency: call for evidence 20171

 http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/news/do-green-mortgages-work/2
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Equity Release Equity Release Council 
gives an average rate of 

5.35% (range 4%-6.5%)

Generally available to householders over 60.  No 
fixed term or repayments, but compound interest 

leads to increasing debt :  borrowing £50k for 25 
years at 5% results in £174,064 debt to be paid 
from sale of property  

https://
www.telegraph.co.uk/

personal-banking/
mortgages/equity-release-
much-can-borrow-will-
cost/

Green Mortgages The European Energy 

Efficiency Mortgage 
launched in 2016 which 
proposed that borrowers be 
rewarded for energy 
efficiency measures with 

lower interest rates has not 
spread to the UK in great 
volume.

Identifying green mortgages enabled banks to 

refinance them using bond mechanisms, based 
on research which shows lower default rates for 
energy efficient properties. (see bank bonds 
section)

Ecology Building Society 
Energy Improvements 

mortgage - can be used to 
fund measures such as 
insulation, double or triple 
glazing, efficient heating 
systems, solar panels, 

photovoltaics, wind 
turbines, ground source heat 
pumps and biomass heating

Ecology Building Society Energy Improvements 
Loan standard rate 4.65% reduced to 3.65% on 

completion of works, term up to 30 years, 
maximum 90% of property value Fee £300 

Buy To Let rate 4.9% + Fee £350

https://
www.ecology.co.uk/

mortgages/residential-
mortgages/energy-
improvements/

Ecology Building Society 

Renovation Mortgage - for 
renovation projects where 
you are improving the 
energy efficiency of the 
property 

Renovation mortgage rate 4.65% less 0.25% for 

each EPC band improvement achieved 

Buy To Let rate 4.9% + Fee £350

https://

www.ecology.co.uk/
mortgages/residential-
mortgages/renovation/

Barclays Green Home 
Mortgages can only be used 
to purchase a new build 
residential property 
developed by a Barclays 

Partner House Builder with 
EPC A or B

not relevant for retrofit projects

Green Rewards program 
Fannie Mae, a leading US 
financial institution. 

$9 billion loan portfolio 
created in 2017.

Multifamily properties targeting over 20% 
reduction in energy or water use receive a lower 
interest rate, increased loan proceeds and an 

energy audit. This creates savings for tenants 
paying utility bills and reduced mortgage costs 
for building owners. The loans are issued to the 
market as “Green Mortgage Backed Securities,” 
creating a new investment vehicle for 

environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
investors

https://
betterbuildingssolutioncen
ter.energy.gov/sites/

default/files/attachments/
IMT-
FinancingEnergyEfficiency
Market%20Analysis-
FINAL.pdf
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Loans 
There are other loan sources suitable for retrofit which may not be secured on the property and 
do not carry commercial interest rates.  These are used to support retrofit works to reduce fuel 
poverty for low income families or to encourage the takeup of insulation and more efficient 
heating systems.  

Loans with interest payable 

EDF Energy with 
Creation Financial 
Services

Between £1,000 - £25,000 
repayable over 1-5 years 
Variable APR 2.9% - 20.9% 
depending on personal 
circumstances 

The loan term is too short to match 
payback period on many retrofit items, 
but would be suitable for package 1 
works.

http://
loans.edfenergy.com/
loans/insulation-
loans.html

Green Deal Finance The Green Deal Finance 
Company was privatised as is 
again offering Green Deal Loans, 
working with 7 registered Green 
Deal Providers.

Standard interest rate is 9.3%, loans 
repayable over 12 years for heating 
systems and 25 years for insulation

https://www.gdfc.co.uk

Zero Interest Loans 

Wolverhampton Home 

Improvement Service

Loans of up to £10,000 for 

Wolverhampton owner-occupiers 
over 60 receiving income related 
benefits, including for energy 
efficiency works.

 The loan value is repayable on sale, 

change of ownership or demolition.  
This is done through a Local Land 
Charge (cost of registration : £40)

http://

wolverhampton.gov.uk/
whis

Manchester Care and 

Repair HELP Loan 

Maximum £10k over 10 years, 

fee £200 + £64 per year, zero 
interest.  Home owners and 
Landlords are eligible.

http://www.careandrepair-

manchester.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/
2014/04/Help-Leaflet-
web.pdf

Wigan Council Home 
Improvement Loan

Maximum £30k interest free 
equity loan, repayable on sale of 
property. 

Direct payment to approved contractor 
for any Decent Homes Standard work.  
Subject to value less mortgage.  Home 
owners on relevant benefits (pension/
working tax/universal credit.

https://
www.wigan.gov.uk/Docs/
PDF/Resident/Housing/
Home-Improvement-
Loan-Guidance-Notes.pdf

Salix Finance Salix Finance provides interest-
free Government funding to the 
public sector to improve their 
energy efficiency, reduce carbon 
emissions and lower energy bill

Projects committed 15,564 

Value £ 563.5 million 

Annual saving £136.7 million 

Annual carbon savings 694,414 
tonnes 

Only covers local authorites, NHS and 
education facilities

https://
www.salixfinance.co.uk
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Direct Investment 
Projects with strong support from a community of interest can borrow money directly from their 
supporters, avoiding banks and other funding organisations.  This can be effective for a project 
with clear objectives and benefits to the community.   

As retrofit has the capacity to increase employment, drive local economic growth, reduce fuel 
poverty and reduce the impact of climate change this could be a successful funding route for 
retrofit projects where there is community involvement. 

Many community energy projects raised funds in this way, demonstrating how government 
backed feed in tariff would ensure profitability for solar power installations. The challenge for 
retrofit projects is explaining clearly how the whole house package will reduce bills and access 
income streams to ensure payback of investors.  

Community Shares 
Community shares are a long term investment in a project, with the promise of interest 
payments and future capital repayment.  Community Shares cannot be traded or sold but they 
can be repaid (usually at the discretion of the board).  Interest is payable subject to successful 
financial performance of the organisation, so is not a fixed cost to the funded project but is 
also less financially attractive to the investor if they rely on the return. 

A community share offer could raise money to create a revolving loan fund for retrofit.  This has 
been used as a funding method by Brighton & Hove Energy Savings Co-op. Birmingham 
Friends of the Earth have also raised money through community shares to refurbish a building 
and improve it’s energy performance. 

Community shares require production of a detailed offer document and risk assessment, which 
can take a lot of time but is a worthwhile process to ensure that financial claims are likely to be 
realised.  Completion qualifies a share offer for the Community Share Standard Mark if 
independently assessed. 

Co-ops UK operate a revolving “booster” fund to provide match funding for qualifying share 
offers, which is repaid at the same value as community shares are withdrawn.   

Community Shares

Resonance helps to raise capital 

from like-minded investors and 
creates impact investment funds, 
which deliver financial return and 
targeted social impact.

Funds give investors 5-8% returns 

over 7 years plus social returns.  
Fund types include SITR West 
Midlands lending to social 
enterprises, Affordable Homes fund 
for community housing schemes, 

http://resonance.ltd.uk

Birmingham Friends of 
the Earth

2017 community share offer to 
refurbish a community building, 
including insulation, new windows 
and mechanical ventilation with heat 
recovery as well as layout changes.

Offer raised £109k from investors, 
£250 - £10k per investor, with 
interest rising from 0% to 3% over 
five years.  EPC change from E to 
B.

http://
www.thewarehouse.coop

Brighton & Hove Energy 
Services Co-op

Funded by community share offer, 
pay as you save projects for 
domestic and commercial 
customers 

5% return on community shares.  
Total community share sold 
2016-18 £500k. Minimum 
investment £250.  Bill savings of 

£130k achieved.

https://bhesco.co.uk
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Loanstock 
Loan stock can be offered by any organisation whose primary rules allow it. The term is fixed, 
with interest (if any) and capital repaid on maturity. There are less restrictions than with 
community shares.  Loan stock issues can be advertised, as long as no advice is given and 
procedures are followed to avoid the appearance of taking deposits.  Future loan stock issues 
must be for a distinct different purpose.  Loan stock is not secured on a specific asset but the 
organisation risks bankruptcy if repayments are not made when due.  3

A community intermediary would be able to use loan stock to raise funds for a revolving loan 
fund for retrofit projects.   The advantage would be the potential to delay repayment of both 
interest and capital until the loan fund was established, although community shares have more 
flexibility in varying interest rates to suit the performance of the organisation each year. 

Crowdfunding 
Various platforms allow investment in properties, a growing market since 2012.  FCA regulated, 
providing confident small investors with the opportunity to invest in specific properties. 
Dividends based on net rents. Returns in the range of 7-10% for short term development 
funding.  Investors capital is at risk and returns cannot be guaranteed. 

This approach could be targeted at energy efficiency refurbishment projects.  Returns would 
need to be lower to improve viability. 

Abundance, one of several crowdfunding platforms, has issued it’s first new build funding bond 
in 2018.  Abundance is marketed as the ethical peer to peer finance platform.  This three year 
bond paying 4.5% will fund construction of 21 “for profit” social housing homes in Liverpool.  
Developer Octevo Housing Solutions needs to raise £4,250,000 for construction.  The 
properties will be leased for 50 years to a social housing provider who has the option to 
purchase them for £1 each at the end of the lease. The bonds are traceable and can be held in 
an Innovative Finance ISA, so that returns are tax free to individual investors.  Abundance 
expects to launch further housing construction bonds. 

Abundance have also issued bonds for the reconstructed Green Deal Finance Company, who 
are aiming to revitalise the Green Deal scheme for retrofit.  The company issued a three year 
bond at 12% interest, raising £4.2 million for business growth.   GDFC has a current loan base 
of over 12,500 properties and commenced financing loans again in May 2017, operating on a 
business to business level with six Green Deal providers.  

Low Carbon Hub Oxford Community energy projects funded 
by community share offer (808 

investors to date, £4.1million 
raised)

2018 target £1million aiming at 
5% return

www.lowcarbonhub.org/
pdf/LCH-Share-Offer-

Document-2018-
FINAL.pdf

Crowdfunding

Property Investments Overview of the various 
platforms and investment 

types

https://
www.propertyinvestmentsuk.co

.uk/property-crowdfunding/

 https://www.lowimpact.org/wp-content/uploads/catalyst-guide-to-housing-co-ops.pdf3
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Bonds 
Bonds are issued for a fixed term and interest rate.  The advantages of bonds are certainty of 
costs and gaining funding with no loss of control (in contrast to share issues). 

Interest in “Green Bonds” is growing, as investors become increasingly interested in social 
returns which complement financial ones.  Growing awareness of climate change issues makes 
green bonds attractive, both because of the potential for economic growth in this area and to 
assist with solving the problem.  This means that high quality green bonds are often 
oversubscribed. 

There is no universally agreed definition of a “green” bond, but independent monitoring to 
ensure that the funds are spent on agreed and effective measures is key. 

Large housing associations such as L&Q have been very successful at raising bond funding : 
L&Q has raised £1bn in the last year at interest rates between 2.25% and 3.125%.  
Birmingham City Council raised £45m in 2017 to build new housing as councils see bonds as 
an alternative to PWLB funding.  Bonds can offer low cost finance to large organisations with 
excellent credit ratings, but are harder for smaller organisations to access.  A number of 
intermediaries including The Housing Finance Corporation exist to bridge this gap. 

2017 Annual Review of Social Housing reported that “borrowing facilities for the sector have 
increased to £80bn, of which 18% was undrawn. The maturity profile of existing debt means 
that refinancing risk is low, 86% of debt being due for repayment in more than five years. The 
use of long term fixes, through bonds, fixed rate bank debt or interest rate swaps continues to 
provide the sector with a degree of certainty on forecasting the costs of borrowing. Bond 
issues and private placements contributed only 34% of total new finance raised, the lowest 
percentage of new facilities from capital market funding since 2011, primarily due to 
uncertainty in the sector and the need to reassess business plans following the rent cut in the 
July 2015 budget.”  We believe that engagement with the energy needs of tenants, though sale 
of comfort rather than heat, may give housing associations a useful new income stream. 

A training module aimed at cities wishing to issue green bonds is available at https://
learning.climate-kic.org/local-training-hub/local-training-hub-green-bonds-for-cities 

Property Partner Have paid net rental income 
dividends of 3.6% and 3.5% 

capital value growth since 
2015

£115.4m assets managed including 
residential, student and commercial 

properties which investors can buy 
a share in

https://www.propertypartner.co

House Crowd Average net return paid out to 
investors on peer to peer 
loans 2015-2018 was 9.2%

Range of investment models, 
including peer to peer secure loads, 
development loans repaid on sale 

of property, equity investment and 
Innovative Finance ISA investments 
in property

https://
www.thehousecrowd.com

Abundance Ethical investment platform 
for crowdfunding 

Issued bonds for Green Deal 
Finance and for housing 

construction, operates an Innovative 
Finance ISA for tax free investment

https://
www.abundanceinvestment.co

m 
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Bonds

Bank bonds Climate Bonds 
Initiative

Not for profit organisation developing trusted standards 
and policy models for investment in climate change 

solutions.  This growing sector is expected to reach 
$250bn issued in 2018.

www.climatebonds.net

examples ABN AMRO EUR 750m bond launched April 2018 with 7yr term to 
fund low carbon residential buildings in Holland & wave 
power.  Previous issues focussed on domestic & 

commercial buildings and solar power.

NAB AUD 300m bond launched Feb 2018 to fund low carbon 
buildings in Australia

Barclays Green 
Bond

Launched in Nov 2017 to fund mortgages on A/B EPC 
properties

Swedish bank 
SEB 

First issued £500 million in Feb 2017, for green loans to 
be offered to large companies and institutions, 
municipalities, county councils and housing 
associations

Housing Association Bonds

Optivo Housing 
Association 

Raised £250m from bond issue in March 2018 at 
3.283% after A2 credit rating from Moodys

https://
www.insidehousing.co.uk/
news/news/housing-
association-issues-250m-
bond-55201

L&Q Housing 
Association

July 2017 : £500m bond issue, half 12 year and half 40 
year bonds.  Interest rates 2.25% on the 12 year and 
2.75% on the 40 year.   
Feb 2018 £500m bond issue, half 10 year and half 35 
year bonds.  Interest rates 2.625% on the 10 year and 

3.125% on the 35 year.   
Moodys credit rating A2 (was A1 in 2016).

https://www.lqgroup.org.uk/
about/media-centre/news/
details/39

Local Authorities UK Municipal 
Bonds Agency

Set up in 2014 by Local Government Agency to obtain 
finance at rates below PWLB to on loan to councils. 
Moodys Aa3 credit rating.  First bond issue expected 

soon.

http://www.room151.co.uk/
treasury/quartet-of-councils-
lined-up-for-municipal-bond-

agencys-first-issue/

Aberdeen issued £370m bond in 2016, Birmingham 
£45m in 2017 for new housing

Mexico’s 2016 $50m bond issue was 2.5 

oversubscribed.  Funds modernisation of public services 
to reduce 10m tonnes CO2.
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Pension Funds 
There is approximately £2 trillion in the UK’s pension funds.  These funds have huge potential 
to support social change.  In big French companies, pension savers are offered the chance to 
invest 10% of their money in a “fond solidaire”, or solidarity fund, which supports unlisted 
social enterprises. 

The UK government has been encouraging pension funds towards investing in projects with a 
social benefit.  In November 2017 they presented the UK Pensions Infrastructure Platform, 
aiming to attract £20bn of funding over the next decade for infrastructure projects, such as 
roads, hospitals and schools.  They also launched the Patient Capital Investment Vehicle to 
work as a catalyst to attract private venture capital funding for businesses to drive economic 
growth and job creation.  Some in the pensions industry have suggested that lifetime limits on 
contributions to pensions should be lifted for this kind of investment. 

Pension funds do invest in bonds for their stability, so using bond offers is one way to tap into 
pension funds.   

Public Funds 

The Housing 
Finance 

Corporation 

THFC is a non-
profit distributing 

unregulated 
finance company 
with an A credit 
rating.   
Established in 

1987 by HCA & 
National Housing 
Federation

Issues bonds for on lending to Housing Associations.  It 
also works with Government and European funding 

programmes such as JESSICA London Green Fund, 
lending £12million to finance investments in energy 
efficient retrofit of existing social housing Bonds issued 
in 2013 at 4.5% 
Issues in 2014 with government guarantee 3.3%-3.65% 

March 2018 £60.5m at 1.43% 

Total issued over £900m at 3.344% average

https://www.thfcorp.com/
_uploads/downloads/

InvestinginAffordableHousing
downgradefinal.pdf 

https://www.thfcorp.com/
_uploads/downloads/

THFCPressrelease-130318.p
df

Public Works Loan Board

Statutory body providing loans 

to local authorities, repayable 
either interest only with capital 
on completion or in equal 
installments.  

Availability of funding may be 

restricted by government.

Current rate Gilt market rate + 

100 basis points for Standard 
Rate loans (April 2018 : 10 
year loans 2.63%, 20yr 
2.94%, 40yr 2.75%)

https://www.dmo.gov.uk/data/

pdfdatareport?
reportCode=D7A.2

Green Banks

Green Bank now Green Investment Group 
Limited - set up by UK 

government 2012 and sold to 
Macquarie Group 2017.  

Investing in large scale 
renewables and energy 

solutions projects including 
pay as you save energy 
efficiency projects for 
business.
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Energy Service Companies 

A current definition of an Energy Service Company (ESCo) is a commercial structure created 
specifically to produce, supply and manage the local delivery of decentralised energy.  Other 
models of providing energy services are being developed, such as BHESCo (below).  ESCos 
can take a longer term view of energy prices, security of supply and compliance with carbon 
regulations. The ESCo can invest capital into the scheme and assume responsibility for design 
and build right through to operation, maintenance, billing and delivery of customer care. Any 
excess power generated by the energy centre is exported and sold to the market. This reduces 
the overall cost of energy supplied.  

ESCOs are also able to design and install measures to reduce energy consumption.  Contracts 
can include finance as well as design and installation.  

ESCos have been well used for communal heating schemes, both in the UK and Europe.  For 
example, Aberdeen CHP Scheme was set up to procure and operate heat and power delivery 
to four multi-storey blocks identified as suitable for CHP. The scheme received a grant from the 
Government’s Community Energy Programme (CEP) managed by the Energy Saving Trust 
(EST).  It is a not for profit organisation with council representation.   The council provides 
annual funding which would have been put aside to maintain the heating systems and provides 
a loan guarantee. The ESCo has grown to supply heat to other housing and community 
buildings. 

Many ESCos currently exist to reduce costs to the end user - but it would be possible to 
capture this difference between standard and reduced costs and use this to carry out further 
retrofit work. 

KFW German bank with global 
sustainability aims.  One third 

of funds in green projects & 
avoids funding projects with 
unacceptable impacts.  90% 
funded through capital 
markets, with some 

government funding.

Energy efficiency grant 
programme for housing 

include 6 target standards, 
from10% of cost (max 
E5,000) for single measures 
up to 30% (max E30,000) for 
highest standard PLUS loans 

of up to E100,000 from 1.66%

https://www.kfw.de/
inlandsfoerderung/Private-

customers/Existing-
Properties/Original-Existing-
Properties.html

European Bank for 
Reconstruction & 
Development

Working with over 100 
institutions eg E2million loans 
provided to Sparkasse Bank & 
Ohridska banka AD Skopje in 

Macedonia to provide home 
energy efficiency loans Dec 
2017

http://www.unepfi.org/
fileadmin/documents/
DeclarationIntentEnergyEfficie
ncyFinance_signatories.pdf

Energy Services Companies

Brighton & Hove Energy 

Services Co-op

Following an energy survey to identify 

suitable measures including renewables, 
BHESCo gives a quote for installation, 
working with local contractors.  
Monitoring ensures the installation 
performs as expected. 

Customers repay at or below 

the expected level of savings 
with 5% interest charged to 
cover cost of finance 
(community share 
dividends). 

http://bhesco.co.uk
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Energy Performance Contracting / Efficiency Service Agreements  
An energy performance contractor agrees to upgrade buildings or equipment to create 
guaranteed energy savings which will pay for the project.  There is no upfront cost.  Energy 
savings cover the capital costs, with additional savings after the contract period retained by 
the building owners. 

Energy Performance Contracting frameworks provide OJEU compliant tendering methods for 
public sector organisations.  These include Re:Fit, Essentia and The Carbon and Energy Fund 
(CEF).  These tend to be aimed at large building estates, such as hospitals, but would be 
relevant to housing estates or blocks of flats.  Projects tend to be at the simpler end of energy 
efficiency works with savings of 15-25% over the project lifetime - a longer term approach 
would be needed to generate the larger cuts in energy use eventually required. 

Energy providers such as EON / SSE have been working in this way to create new markets and 
maintain income as energy use per customer decreases.  Equipment manufacturers such as 
Johnson Controls, Honeywell and Siemens are using energy performance contracting as a 
means to sell equipment.   

Advantages  

•No upfront costs 

•Funding is structured as an operating expenses, not a debt, keeping capital expenditure off 
balance sheet 

•The contractor maintains the equipment 

•Savings are guaranteed and future energy cost rises avoided through reduced energy use 

Problems with Energy Performance Contracting 

•Contracts can be complex as they need to be long term in order to match savings to costs, 
during which time the use of the building and technology available may change substantially.   

•Care is required with identifying baseline energy use and monitoring savings 

Titanic Mill, Huddersfield 
refurbished 2006

Complete refurbishment by Lowry 
Renaissance Limited, Energy for 

Sustainable Development Limited and 
Kirklees Metropolitan Borough Council. 
Retrofit included a number of energy 
efficiency measures including insulation, 
controlled ventilation and window 

replacement. To provide maintenance 
and asset replacement, an ESCO was 
established to supply electricity, heat 
and water from a borehole to the tenants.  
Heated by biomass CHP plant.

Estimated savings of one 
third compared to energy 

bills for similar size 
properties

Aberdeen CHP Scheme Includes Aberdeen Council who 
contribute annual savings from 
maintenance of heating system and loan 
guarantees.

Led to heating system 
upgrade a decade earlier 
than planned, reducing fuel 
poverty 

https://khub.net/c/
document_library/
get_file?
uuid=a081fb8a-57a4-4f8
a-8e7a-33c3e8350d9b&g

roupId=5874092
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•EPC’s also need access to affordable finance to be able to carry out large projects which can 
be a barrier.   

•The contractor’s incentives to make a profit mean that margins can be obscure - clients need 
to ensure that the contract is a better offer than financing a direct purchase through other 
means if they are to maximise savings.   

•By carrying out simpler measures rather than including all of the energy efficiency work that 
can be applied to a building, more complex projects become less viable as the fast returns 
have been captured. 

Energy and emissions trading 

White Certificate, (also known as Energy Savings Certificate (ESC), Energy Efficiency Credit 
(EEC), or white tag)  are an EU based system to verify carbon savings achieved which can then 
be traded against energy producers’ obligations to create carbon savings in the EU.  In the UK 
this led the ECO grant scheme, administered by Ofgem.  We have not identified current routes 
to carbon sales as an alternative to this. 

Energy Performance Contracting 

EON with Leeds City Council A seven year contract to 
reduce the energy use of nine 
public buildings in Leeds by 
26%

Work includes boiler and 
voltage optimization, air 
handling unit upgrades, 
building management system 
upgrade renewal, lighting 

renewal, pool cover 
installation.

https://www.eonenergy.com/
for-your-business/large-
energy-users/manage-energy/
energy-efficiency/energy-
efficiency-case-studies/leeds-

council-epc

BAE Systems $10m energy efficiency works 
to 5 buildings 

As of February 2016, BAE has 
saved a total of $4.1 million, 
equivalent to $1.65 million 

annually

https://
betterbuildingssolutioncenter.
energy.gov/sites/default/files/

news/attachments/
RILA%20ESA%20Primer.pdf

Re:Fit with Cambridgeshire 
County Council

An energy programme that has 
resulted in more than £20 

million in energy generation 
and energy efficiency projects 
in schools and council 
buildings

These projects will save over 
£1.775 million per year and 

eliminate the release of over 
8,400 tonnes of CO2 per 
annum

http://
localpartnerships.org.uk/

news/energy-efficiency-and-
renewable-energy-trail-
blazing-work-of-
cambridgeshire-county-
council/
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Trust Funds 
It was suggested that power company Trust Funds could provide funding for energy efficiency 
work but this is not their current focus. 

Trust Funds & Grants 

British Gas For fuel poor households with debt problems, to 
clear fuel debts only

https://www.britishgasenergytrust.org.uk/
Home/WhoCanApply

NPower To clear fuel debts only http://www.npowerenergyfund.com

Scottish Power Hardship fund To clear fuel debts only https://community.scottishpower.co.uk/
t5/Help-paying-your-bill/Hardship-Fund/
ta-p/53

EDF Energy Trust Provide debt and energy cost advice https://www.edfenergytrust.org.uk

SSE Priority Assistance Fund Provide advice on energy costs discounts 
available

https://sse.co.uk/help/bills-and-paying/
extra-help-paying-your-bills#item1

EON Energy Fund Clears arrears and replacement household 
appliances

https://www.eonenergyfund.com

Ovo Foundation Supports third world renewable projects and 
youth education

https://www.ovoenergy.com/foundation

Salford Warm at Home £500 grant for elderly owner occupiers to carry 

out energy efficiency works

https://www.salford.gov.uk/media/

391337/warm-salford-leaflet.pdf
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the French subsidy model                   
Tax Credits 

The crédit d’impôt pour la transition énergétique (CITE) system in France offers home owners 
tax credits for a range of works completed by a registered builder including 

 • Double glazing/doors 

 • Insulating shutters/doors 

 • Wall and floor insulation 

 • Central heating controls 

 • Heat pumps 

 • Wood or biomass heating 

 • Combined heat & power 

 • Solar hot water 

The tax credit is not means tested and if it exceeds tax payable a refund is issued.  30% of the 
cost is paid, although windows and doors are currently paid at 15% and due to cease to 
qualify in 2019. For most measures the tax credit is not available for labour costs, except in 
relation to roof, floor and wall insulation, and heat pumps for geothermal heating. 

The maximum spend is E16,000 for a couple (E8,000 for an individual) so the maximum credit 
is E2,400 for an individual and E4,800 for a couple over five years. 

Interest Free 'Eco' Loan 

An interest free loan (l’éco-prêt à taux zéro) for the cost of works of home energy conservation 
is available for households undertaking at least two measures to achieve a minimum energy 
performance standard.  The amount of the loan is up to €20,000 for two elements of energy 
conservation (repayable over 10 years) and up to €30,000 for three or more (repayable over 15 
years).  This can be used in conjunction with the tax credits. 

Rate Relief 

Local authorities are permitted to exempt homes built before 1989 from the taxe foncière, if 
they have spent E10,000 - E15,000 on materials (including VAT) for energy conservation works 
carried out in the previous three years.  Labour costs are excluded.  This applies to landlords 
and home owners. The exemption is at the rate of 50% - 100% for a period of up to five years. 

Barriers to Update 

Two major factors reduce the attractiveness of the Eco Loans.  Banks are expected to validate 
the technical feasibility of the retrofit project, which is not part of their core business, and the 
administrative process of granting loans is complex.  Therefore the banks do not promote the 
loans to households. Construction companies are expected to issue very detailed invoices 
showing materials costs and expected energy savings, which is not part of their normal 
process so they are reluctant to carry out work under the loan scheme.  4

 Infinite Solutions Guidebook 20174
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aggregating and enabling             

The diagram above shows the possible elements of a retrofit aggregation vehicle. 

The income and bill savings available from a single battery only delivers a portion of what is 
possible.  The intermittent nature of renewable supply and the cyclical nature of peaks and 
troughs of daily demand need to be met at a utility scale if they are to make a sufficient 
contribution to a future energy supply solely from renewables.  To gather sufficient numbers of 
batteries together under a single point of control, an aggregator is needed.  At the very least 
this enables the sales to the grid referred to earlier. If this business is able to become 
established early enough to capture a large enough share of this new storage,  the amount of 
income shown on page 18 could be achieved.  This enables the aggregator to maximise 
income from energy sales of aggregated storage and use this income to subsidise deep 
retrofits.   

Our view is that this business, once established, has the ability to do much more; giving it a 
greater chance of being the preferred agent for that aggregation and sale of energy.  This is 
show in the diagram above. 

Once this income has been generated from the energy sales there needs to be a route to the 
householders as some will be unable to repay a loan with interest over 25 years and will 
therefore require perhaps an equity loan or interest free loan. There needs to be (alongside or 
within the aggregator) a policy driven but economically guided governance structure to 
distribute this funding for retrofit. 

The stakeholders in this enterprise are many and varied and given the need to balance 
economic performance with policy drivers like emissions reduction and alleviation of fuel 
poverty this enterprise would be best as some form of third sector body such as a mutual, 
including stakeholders from public and private elements including householders, contractors, 
landlords, key service providers and funders.  
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As the retrofit programme matures and income starts to come back in from early loans, the 
vehicle will be able to intervene directly in the alleviation of fuel poverty on the basis of policies 
set by its stakeholders. 

The aggregator would attract ethical and social funding initially who would see the benefit of 
the model as founder members (who would be first in line for future returns).  Once it’s 
performance has been proven and it’s portfolio develops it will become attractive to investors 
in it’s own right and be able to upscale as shown below.   

The strategic contribution of this aggregator can go beyond retrofit and given the rapidly 
developing competition for this market, it would be logical to maximise that wider benefit to 
build a community of interest in making it happen.  If this aggregator were able to grow 
sufficiently it would be able to manage a portfolio of assets that would give it the ability to 
share it’s stability with smaller generators and storage providers that meet it’s objectives. 
Negotiating power purchase agreements with community energy and storage providers would 
substantially improve the potential roll out of that renewable capacity by giving greater stability 
and/or better prices. 

A large scale aggregator could also take a more active told with the District Network 
Operators, as it’s distributed portfolio would enable it to play a greater part in grid hotspot 
alleviation. 

Delivery timeline 
The graphs below are based on taking a typical city region of 1.2 million homes and retrofitting 
all of those to meet the targets described above.  These produce quite dramatic numbers to 
give an idea of the scale of endeavour were one to attempt such a programme, however the 
model is highly scalable. 

As described earlier, retrofit costs will reduce over time as the market develops.  However, to 
develop this retrofit market, there is a conflict between the need to do enough retrofits to 
generate the cost savings discussed and the fact that retrofit costs will not balance with 
savings and income until this has happened.  In addition, the need to develop a workforce 
means that the start will inevitably be slow.  This creates a strategy that limits exposure to 
higher costs by not carrying out too large a number of loss making retrofits in the early years, 
with the market growing faster once the improvements to processes have been made.  Early 
retrofits are essential to establish trust in the retrofit process and establish best practice. 
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The early years retrofits will have a deficit - repayments for the costs of the work are higher 
than bill savings and income.   

This early years funding gap will need to covered somehow : our research suggests that this 
could be done by a combination of long term bonds (possibly backed by other established 
bodies), patient shares of some form, prudential borrowing or direct subsidy.  The model 
suggests that there will be a high return in the future for those investors prepared to wait. 

The graph above shows an annual cashflow for the aggregator, showing high loans at the outset but 
higher future income. 
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Research into this vehicle needs to start while the pilots of the components of the overall 
model are being run, to enable an accelerated renewable energy and retrofit programme, 
allowing the region to capture the full economic, environmental and social benefits. 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 literature review                            

1. Each Home Counts Bonfield 2016 - focusses on measures for householder engagement 
and protection, improving training and standards of work and creation of a quality assurance 
system.  Financing of work is not addressed in detail. 

2. Regional conference on Financing Energy Efficiency in Nordic countries Copenhagen, 
19th May 2017  

Presentations are available from many participants 

Luca Bertalot demonstrates increased property values in Europe following energy efficiency 
works and promotes the idea of green mortgages, with decreasing interest rates as property 
insulation values increase, as this increases the value cover of the mortgage and reduces the 
risks of the loan for the bank. 

Peter Bach discusses the need for energy efficiency works to be increased and the problems 
on non rational decision making by building owners. 

Liv R. Lindseth outlines the potential for Energy Performance Contracting to reduce costs 
across Nordic countries. 

Martin Dam Wied of Gate 21 discusses standardisation of retrofit specifications to increase 
confidence in performance and offer certainty to potential funders. 

3. The Mayor of London Simple Guide to Funding and Financing Retrofit in London 2017 
contains comprehensive breakdowns of potential funding routes for each housing sector and is 
particularly useful. 

4. Innovative financing models for low carbon transitions: Exploring the case for revolving 
funds for domestic energy efficiency programmes (Gouldson et al) 

Examines the need for substantially higher levels of low carbon investment.  
Explores the need for innovative financing mechanisms such as revolving funds.  
Shows that revolving a fund could reduce the cost of UK retrofit by £9 billion or 26%.  Also 
shows that a revolving fund could make retrofit cost-neutral in the long term.  
Concludes that revolving funds could dramatically increase low carbon investment.  

5. Financing infrastructure and built environment adaptation to climate change (Roelich 
2015) focused on Scotland but discusses challenges of increasing costs of PWLB finance due 
to austerity and looks at alternatives including Tax Incremental Financing, Climate Bonds, 
Municipal Bonds, Social Impact Bonds, Crowd Sourcing Debt/Equity and investment funds 
(includes a useful summary page identifying the issues with these and availability to different 
sectors of housing)   

6.  EuroPHit D 4.3 Report of best practice financing models for energy efficient refurbishment 

Includes a general overview on the use of the existing financing models; the energy efficiency 
loan programme of a German bank; the Klimaaktiv programme in Austria funded by EIB, the 
work of the Bulgarian Energy Efficiency and Renewable sources Fund (BEERSF) as a credit 
institution, a credit guarantee company and a consulting firm offering soft loans and 
performance guarantees; the Prime à la rénovation grant system, interest free eco loans and 
tax credits in France; the Energy Saving at Home grant and interest free loan programme in 
Greece and Energiesprong performance guaranteed retrofits in The Netherlands.   

Includes a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of grant, loans and venture capital 
funding. 
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7. Roadmap 2050 : a practical guide to a prosperous low carbon Europe (European Climate 
Foundation 2010) 

A combination of efficiency, near full decarbonization of the power sector and fuel shift in 
transport and buildings can realize 80% emission reduction compared to 1990. Argues the 
case for this work but does not address funding other than noting the need to reduce the cost 
of capital.  

8. Financing Energy Efficiency Building Retrofits : International Policy and Business Model 
Review and Regulatory Alternatives for Spain (Sweatman & Morgan) 

“Improving the energy efficiency of the existing building stock not only generates energy 
savings with attractive levels of return on investment, it improves a nation’s energy security, 
creates jobs and makes buildings more liveable”  

USA Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) program: a municipality issues bonds whose 
proceeds are lent to commercial and residential property owners to finance energy efficiency 
retrofits and small renewable energy installations. Property owners repay their loans over 15-20 
years via an added annual assessment on their property tax bill.  

Investigates the capacity of the following payment models to satisfy all stakeholders (building 
owners, energy generators, finance providers, contractors and government) 

Owner Financed Model - using widely available existing loans 

Utility Fixed Repayment Model - the up-front capital cost of an energy efficiency retrofit is 
organized, subsidized and at times fully provided by a utility, and this investment is repaid 
through monthly, fixed, non-retrofit performance related surcharges  

Energy Performance Model - a specialized energy efficiency retrofit contractor, such as an 
ESCO, finances the retrofit investment, it guarantees future energy performance and it recovers 
its capital invested directly from the energy savings generated by the retrofit, some of which 
are often also shared with the building’s owner as an incentive to act.  

Proposed solution : an Aggregated Investment Model creating standardised Energy Efficiency 
Assets, Standard Documentation, Multi-channel Origination, On-bill repayment and 
Government Credit Enhancement and Support  

9 A guide to financing energy efficiency in the public sector DECC 2015 

10 Financing the energy renovation of residential buildings through soft loans and third-
party investment schemes Infinite Solutions 2017 

11 Deal or No Deal? UK City Deals as Infrastructure Funding and Financing Mechanisms 
(iBUILD Working Paper 13 – July 2014) Peter O’Brien and Andy Pike, Centre for Urban and 
Regional Development Studies (CURDS), Newcastle University  

Lists Infrastructure Financing and Funding Practices from established to innovative, in 
reference to large municipal projects including carbon emissions reduction projects in the 
context of devolution 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12. Sustainable Finance for Retrofit Tim Dixon and Judith Britnell (Oxford Institute for 
Sustainable Development) 

Includes review of emerging finance methods:  

  

  

13 Retrofit alternatives in five UK cities Barlow 2014 

Investigates a number of “alternative” (community driven) retrofit projects, mostly grant funded 
single measure eg solar panels but Sanford Housing Co-op 2009 retrofit reduced energy use 
by 60% using maintenance reserves, small grants for biomass/solar thermal heating and a 
small rent increase to raise additional loan funds. The project budget was £850,000, funded by 
£600,000 from the co-op’s major refurbishment reserves and a £5 a week rent increase to raise 
a new mortgage with an ethical bank. Other grants were from Low Carbon Buildings 
Programme £40k, EDF Green Fund £37k, Energy Saving Trust £48k.  Co-op has 14 houses and 
6 flats. 

14. Innovative Financing Models for Low Carbon Transitions: Exploring the case for 
revolving funds for domestic energy efficiency programmes (iBUILD Working Paper No. 6 
Gouldson et al 2015)  

This paper explores the case for the creation of an innovative financing mechanism – the 
revolving fund – where the savings from investments in energy efficiency and other forms of 
low carbon development are captured and reinvested to either reduce the need for new finance 
or to increase the impact of what finance there is .  Demonstrates how a revolving loan fund 
would make measures cost neutral, even allowing for 5% bad debts and less than full cost 
recovery for measures which do not last the payback period and payment levels set below 
forecast savings to allow some incentive for householders, while paying investors 3% interest.
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